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Background: With light sources of increasingly broader ranges, spectral analysis of tissue
sections has evolved from 2 wavelength image subtraction techniques to Raman near infrared micro-spectroscopic mapping permitting discrimination of cell types & tissue patterns.
We have developed & use a unique tuned light source based on micro-optoelectromechanical
systems (MOEMS) with new algorithms for spectral microscopic analysis of normal &
malignant colon. We compare the results to our previous studies which used a tunable liquid
filter light source.
Design: The tuned light MOEMS prototype (Plain Sight Systems Inc.) transmits any
combination of light frequencies, range 450 nm – 850 nm transilluminating H & E stained
micro-array tissue sections of normal and malignant colon with a Nikon Biophot
microscope. Hyper-spectral pictures of tissues obtained with a CCD camera (Sensovation)
are captured by a computer & analyzed mathematically to discriminate between normal &
malignant cells and tissues. 61 hyper-spectral pictures are collected at 400X magnification:
15 pictures of normal colon tissue, from 10 different patients; 46 pictures of malignant colon
tissue from 42 different patients. The spectra of each pixel are normalized, compressed &
analyzed to discriminate between gland nuclei, gland cytoplasm and lamina propria/lumens.
Pixel spectra are automatically extracted & classified as nuclei; spectral features separating
normal nuclei from abnormal nuclei are sought.
Results: Spectral analysis, alone, discriminated between normal & abnormal biopsies
(adenoma & carcinoma) with diagnostic efficiency of 94.4%. (2F+, 1F).
Conclusion: With MOEMS & new algorithms we have increased diagnostic efficiency
sensitivity of micrscopic spectral analysis compared to prior results in which we had poor
spectral discrimination (<70% Dx Eff.) but combined spectral/spatial analysis yielded a
diagnostic efficiency of 85.5%. Further spectral/spatial analysis & instrumentation allowing
recording of near-infrared light transmission may yield yet greater diagnostic efficiency.
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(Science of Spectroscopy 2001)

BACKGROUND
With light sources of increasingly broader ranges, spectral analysis of tissue
sections has evolved from 2 wavelength image subtraction techniques to
hyperspectral mapping. A variety of proprietary spectral splitting devices,
including prisms and mirror12, interferometers7,11, variable interference filter-based
monochromometer9 & tuned liquid crystals8, mounted on microscopes in
combination with CCD cameras and computers have been used to discriminate
among cell types, tissue patterns & endogenous & exogenous pigments.
We use a prototype unique tuned light source (Plain Sight Systems), a digital
mirror device based on micro-optoelectromechanical systems (MOEMS)6 with
new
analytic algorithms developed in the Yale Program in Applied
Mathematics4, to evaluate the diagnostic efficiency of hyperspectral microscopic
analysis of normal & neoplastic colon biopsies prepared as microarray tissue
sections10.
We compare the results to our previous spectral/spatial analysis of colon tissues5
as well as other spectral studies of tissues and cells which use a tunable liquid
filter light source 1,2,3.
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DESIGN
Platform: The prototype tuned light MOEMS6 transilluminates H & E stained
micro-array tissue sections with any combination of light frequencies, range 440
nm – 700 nm, through a Nikon Biophot microscope. Hyper-spectral tissue images
multiplexed with a CCD camera (Sensovation) are captured & analyzed
mathematically with a PC.
Image Source: 61 (15 normal & 46 malignant) hyperspectral gray scale 400X
images (Figure 2) are derived from, respectively, 10 & 42 different tissue
microarray biopsies10. 7 additional images are collected from 3 separate colonic
tubular adenoma biopsies (3 different patients on “routine” individual slides).
Data Cube: Each hyperspectral image is a 3-D data cube (Figure 1) with spatial
coordinates x (491 pixels) & y (653 pixels) & spectral coordinates z (128 pixels)
(@ 41 million pixels) representing transmitted spectra. To find the absorbed
light we calculate the logarithm of spectra to satisfy Beer's law.

Figure 1: Spectral Data-Cube (Data Fusion Corp.)
3 dimensional matrix of size 491 (x) by 653 (y) by 128 (z). (x,y)
are spatial coordinates; (z) are spectral coordinates from @ 440 nm to
@ 700 nm. Total @ 41 X 106 pixels!
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Mathematical Algorithms:
Data preprocessing, normalization & nuclei extraction
– Denoise & reduce original 128 spectra to 64, 480 – 600 nm.
– Normalize, compress & analyze pixel spectra:
– Label spectra from 3 classes - gland nuclei, gland cytoplasm,
lamina propria/lumens.
4
– Local Discriminant Bases
finds 4 discriminating spectral
signatures
– 10-nearest-neighbor extracts nuclei spectra. (Figure 3).
Discriminating normal & abnormal nuclei aggregates (patches): Extract sets
of spectra (patches) belonging to the same nucleus, or neighboring nuclei groups
& generate the following support vector machine classifiers:
– a frequency-wise standard deviation classifier;
– 2 principal component classifiers
– a final classifier from the above 3 classifiers (Figure 4).
Discriminating normal and abnormal data cubes:
- Training set of 2440 patches (Table 1) collected randomly from 61 datacubes
(excluding adenomas).
CRITERIA: Any patch with “no abnormal” nuclei is classified as “normal”; any
patch with “any abnormal” nuclei is classified as “abnormal”.
Evaluate mean classification of data cube spectra patches (Figure 5).
- Test set of 1800 patches (Table 2) is built by the computer randomly selecting
30 patches from 67 data cubes (15 normal, 45 malignant, 7 adenomas) &
evaluating the classifier (Figure 5).
Discriminating normal & abnormal biopsies:
At a threshold of 0.5 (Figure 5) optimal classification of the biopsies is obtained.
Assess the diagnostic efficiency of the training and test sets with a “confusion”
matrix (Table 3). Review discrepancies between classifications & biopsy
diagnoses.
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Figure 2: Gray scale images. Left - normal colon; Right - adenocarcinoma

Figure 3: Tissue is classified into three classes – nuclei (red), cytoplasm (green)
and lumens (blue). Left - normal colon mucosa; Right -colonic adenocarcinoma.
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RESULTS
Training Set
Patches (Figure 4 left):
Patches segregate into distinct maroon (normal) & blue (abnormal)
clouds) in which (Table 1) 8/600 normal patches classify as abnormal (F+) &
412/1840 abnormal patches classify as normal (F-).
8 F+ patches from 3 normal biopsies show normal gland nuclei &
adjacent lamina propria (Figure 6) but no carcinoma.
Data cubes, threshhold of 0.5 (Figure 5 left):
Mean classifications of 50 patches/data cube yield 0 F+; 1 F-.
At 0.5 threshold there are no F+. Images with both normal & abnormal
patches classify as abnormal (T+) . There is one F- classification (# 40).
Test Set:
Patches:
The classifier (Table 2) results in increased F+ (11.3%); F- (22.6%)
while the diagnostic efficency is comparable to that of the training set.
Data cubes, threshhold of 0.5 (Figure 5):
Mean classifications of 30 patches/data cube - 2 F+; 1 F2 F+ misclassify normal glands & lamina propria as abnormal (Figures 6,
9 left)
1 F- (#40) misclassifies carcinoma as normal (Figure 9 right).
Adenomas are correctly classified as abnormal (Figures 6 right, 8).
Final Performance classification on 54 biopsies Table 3):
2 F+ (80% Sensitivity)
1 F- (97.7%) specificity
94.4% diagnostic efficiency (5.6% error rate)
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Figure 4: Final classifier patch projections.
Left: Training set – Maroon = normal (+1); Blue = Abnormal (-1)
Right: Training Set separation boundary of normal & abnormal,
with classifier range -3.5 to 1.5
Table 1: TRAINING SET CLASSIFICATION
TRAINING SET
Predicted Class
2440 PATCHES
1436
1004
True Abnormal 1840
1436
True Normal 600
8

404
592

Table 2: TEST SET CLASSIFICATION
TEST SET 1800
Predicted Class
PATCHES
1096
704
Abnormal 1350
1045
Normal 450
51

305
399
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Figure 5: Mean prediction of patches in datacubes. Optimal threshhold 0.5 (red).
F- red square, F+ green square
Left: Training set (# 1-15 normals; 16-61 carcinomas).
Right: Test set (# 1-15 normals, 16-22 adenomas, 23-67 carcinomas)
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Figure 6: A normal patch (red) misclassified as abnormal.

Figure 7: Two patches (blue) misclassified as “normal” among
abnormal patches. While these are misclassifications in the
performance measures used, these patches, centered on the
lamina propria, should either be excluded as uninformative, or
considered normal. In both situations the measures of
performance of the proposed algorithm would improve.

Figure 8: Example of classification of patches from an adenoma.
Some patches are considered normal – green (some of them in
the lamina propria), others abnormal - blue.
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Table 3: (%) PERFORMANCE OF CLASSIFIERS ON TRAINING
AND TEST SETS.
Training Set
Test Set (*)
2440
61 data
52
1800
67 data
54
patches cubes biopsies patches
cubes
biopsies
77.6
98.3
97.6
77.4
98.1
97.7
Sensitivity
98.7
100
100
88.7
86.7
80
Specificity
22.4
1.7
2.4
22.6
1.9
2.3
False False +
1.3
0
0
11.3
13.3
20
99.4
100
100
95.4
96.2
95.6
Pred val +
59
93.7
90
56.7
92.9
88.9
Pred val 82.8
98.7
98.1
80.2
95.5
94.4
Diag. Eff.
(*) The test set data cube & biopsies include 7 additional data cubes from 3
adenoma biopsies; 1 original data cube/biopsy was excluded. Adenomas were
not among the test set patches since no true label is assigned to these patches
from the training set.

Figue 9: Left - normal colon misclassified as “abnormal”; Right –
abnormal colon(adenocarcinoma) misclassified as “normal”.
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CONCLUSION
By spectral analysis alone, we achieved 94.4% diagnostic efficiency (Dx Eff)
(97.7% sensitivity, 80% specificity) in the hyperspectral discrimination between
normal & abnormal (adenoma & carcinoma) colon biopsies.
The deterioration in the test classification (of normals compared with the training
set) is likely due the relatively small number of normal images collected & poor
discrimination of lamina propria cells from adjacent normal & malignant nuclei.
The single false negative biopsy is a carcinoma misclassfied as normal. This may
be improved upon with better selection in training set & increasing the number of
“normals”. The additional of spatial analyis can aid in differentiating well
differentiated malignant glands from normal glands but all adenomas were
correctly classified as “abnormal”.
Finally, for the purpose of classifying the biopsy (not just a small rectangular
“nuclear” patch), the algorithm performs well with a final test set 94.4% Dx Eff.
This is a marked improvement in hyperspectral analysis compared to our prior
study5 in which spectral analysis alone had a 69.4% Dx Eff; combined
spectral/spatial analysis improved Dx Eff to 85.8% (92% specificity, 75%
sensitivity).
Similar success with enhanced algorithms in combined spectral/spatial analysis of
cytologic preparations is reported by Angeletti, et al. at this meeting1,2 .
These studies serve as a “proof of concept”: Hyperspectral analysis can
differentiate among disparate stained cell and tissues with less than 10% error
rate.
Improvements in DxEff are abetted by new technology & algorithms applicable
to diagnostic pathology.
Clinical efficacy remains to be established with larger data sets including various
types of “abnormal” controls.
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